Manhattan ergonomic chair

For a rapidly changing office environment where speed, efficiency and comfort are essential.
**Manhattan ergonomic chair**

**Standard Features:**
- Full function executive tilt mechanism
- Dual adjustable arm rest (vertical and horizontal)
- Silhouette arm pads
- Ratchet execution backrest height adjustment mechanism on a 3” "J" shaped back upright
- Seat depth adjusting mechanism
- Fully upholstered back rest with inner edge upholstery protector
- Pneumatic seat height adjustment
- Large 28” reinforced base with five prongs
- 60mm high impact casters
- Contoured reinforced inner-structure
- Thoracic back foam
- Waterfall seat front
- Available in fabric and vinyl. Color options available online in a downloadable PDF in the seating section at: calpia.ca.gov

**Optional Soft Casters for Hard Floor Surfaces**

Minimizes slippage on hard flooring. Soft casters can be installed before delivery if chairs and casters are ordered at the same time.

Fabric colors represented in this brochure may appear different than actual fabric colors.

**In a rapidly changing office environment where speed, efficiency and comfort are essential, the Manhattan mid back ergonomic chair is today’s ergonomic answer. It offers a clean, yet transitional design.**

**Seat Adjustment Levers:**
- **A. Adjust Back Angle**
- **B. Adjust Seat Height**
- **C. Adjust Seat Angle**
- **D. Micro Pitch Seat Tilt Adjustment**

**Seat Adjustment Levers:**
- **Front & Left Hand Side of Chair**
  - **E. Seat Tilt Tension Adjustment**
  - **F. Adjust Seat Depth**

**Back Rest Adjustment:**
- **G. To adjust the backrest height, slowly pull backrest up in 1/2” increments (clicks) with both hands while seated.**

**Arm Height Adjustment:**
- **Knob on side of chair arms**
  - **H. To adjust the height of the chair arms, push and hold the button while moving the arm up or down. Release the button at the desired height.**

**Arm Width Adjustment:**
- **Lever underneath chair arm**
  - **I. Push lever backward to release chair arm adjustment. Arms adjusts outward up to 2 inches. Pull arm inward towards chair to narrow width. Push lever forward to lock into place.**

For more information visit our online catalog at: www.calpia.ca.gov or contact CALPIA Sales at: (818) 323-3419

**See website for Recycled Content Certificate**